Applicant Tracking
Manage your entire recruitment process with
our flagship, all-in-one recruitment platform.

Careerbuilder's Applicant Tracking System provides all the
tools you need to attract quality talent and run internal
recruitment processes.
Successfully acquire more candidates
through a seamless experience
Our recruitment software converts more job seekers into
applicants through a modern, optimised candidate-centric
site experience. Talent Network, in tandem with Applicant
Tracking, is the front-end career site for job seekers that gives
you the resume sourcing and job distribution tools to connect
you with candidates.

Find the Right Candidates Faster
in a Single Platform
Bring together past applicants, internal candidates, employee
referrals, sourced candidates and talent network members
in one recruiting tool that uses our job board technology to
effortlessly find and hire the best candidates faster. Start and
manage the on-boarding process for your new hires from one
easy-to-manage dashboard.

Make Proactive Changes to Your HR
Strategy with Real-Time ROI Data
Utilize the data of Applicant Tracking to keep your business
stakeholders up-to-date of your process in filling their open
positions, and elevate your decision-making process with
real-time statistics and reports.

Data protection is a top priority for CareerBuilder.
Our Applicant Tracking solution is fully GDPR compliant.

Key Features
CAREERSITE

JOB DISTRIBUTION

We combine a modern career site with
resume sourcing and job distribution tools
to connect you with candidates.

Applicant Tracking is natively interfaced
with other CareerBuilder solutions to
improve your job distribution.

CONFIGURABLE WORKFLOW

UNIQUE SEARCH

Utilise the data of Applicant Tracking to
keep your business stakeholders up-to-date
with the filling of their open positions.

Bring together all your applicants and
sources in one recruiting tool that uses our
job board search technology.

DATA REPORT

AUTOMATED CRM

Increase ROI by placing labor market data
directly within the recruiter’s workflow,
tracking job boards and social media
performance, and much more.

Our candidate recruiting tools use
CareerBuilder's proprietary job board
technology to re-engage your private
talent pool with newly posted jobs.
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Promote their brand
Source more candidates, faster
Largely distribute their jobs
Create a pool of candidates
Elevate and own their recruitment activities

A dedicated customer success team
Your success team will ensure both a smooth implementation of the recruitment
software and provide proactive monitoring to drive use and adoption.

800
clients

+2,500

career sites and social networks
connected

30,000
active users

To find out more about CareerBuilder Applicant Tracking and learn how
we are building efficient recruitment solutions contact us today, contact us today.

Accredited G-Cloud Supplier

sales@careerbuilder.co.uk | hiring.careerbuilder.co.uk

